
PHK36 42x1,5 42,2x2  -  -
PHK40 45x1,5 44,5x1,5 45x1,5 44,5x1,5
PHK46 52x2 52x1,5  -  -
PHK57  -  -  -  -

200 175 - 0,50 - - - 0,50 - -
300 275 0,63 0,80 - - - 0,80 - -
400 375 1,00 1,25 1,40 2,50  - 1,25  - 2,50
500 475 1,40 1,60 1,80 3,00  - 1,60  - 3,00
600 575 1,80 2,00 2,20 3,50  - 2,00 2,20 3,50
700 675 2,20 2,50 2,80 4,00 2,20 2,50 2,80 4,00
800 775 2,80 3,15 3,50  - 2,80 3,15 3,50 5,00
900 875 3,15 3,50 4,00  - 3,15 3,50 4,00 6,00

1000 975 3,50 4,00  -  - 3,50 4,00 4,50 7,00
1200 1175 4,00  -  -  - 4,00 4,50 4,70 7,50
1400 1375  -  -  -  - 4,50 5,00 5,50 8,00
1600 1575  -  -  -  - 5,00 5,50 6,00 8,50
1800 1775  -  -  -  - 5,50 6,00 6,50 9,00
2000 1975  -  -  -  - 6,00 6,50 7,00 9,50

 Cartridge heaters are especially
suitable for direct heating of liquids.
Under certain conditions they can also
be used for direct heating of non-
aqueous and non-liquid media. This
results in a very wide variety of ope-
rative heating applications for your
needs.

Heating of

• Liquids - e.g. in hot water, de-
greasing and oil treatment baths

• Smelting - e.g. in bitumen,

• Steam - e.g. in instantaneous 
water-heaters and steam boilers

• Gases - e.g. in drying-out systems 
and ovens

We adapt our products to customers´
individual and respective
requirements in order to allow you as
much freedom as possible when plan-
ning your system:

• Tubeless cartridge heaters with 

lengths and heating performances
specially tailored to your needs.

• Immersion tube cartridge heaters 

rated voltage and rated power can
be realized at any time due to the
modular construction.

Immersion Tube

materials with the most varied

quirements or demands. The chemical
resistance list illustrates our analysis
of the respective materials. The surface

The cartridge heaters consist of cera-
mic groove bodies with high electrical
insulation and excellent temperature

 resistance. A high tempe-

in order to ensure good heat radiation
and a long life-span of the cartridge.

There is a 50mm unheated area below
the connecting terminal.
We can also lengthen this unheated
area if so desired.

The cartridges are available in every
rated power voltage up to a maximum
of 500 volts. The connection can be
one, two or three phase. The list above
represents an overview of our stan-
dard cartridge heaters. Individual re-
quirements regarding nominal length,

power density of the immersion tube
(max. 4,5W/cm2 ) can be customized
to suit your application. This individual
custom design guarantees you a long
life span and the faultless operation
of your system.

Cartridge Heaters

special alloy.
titanium
n°. 3.7035

stainless steel
n°. 316 TI

steel
n°. 1.0034

Cartridge Heater Tubes
Tube materials with dimensions,

tube diameter (mm) x wall thickness (mm)

Cartridge Heater

Nominal Length (mm)

Cartridge Heater Overview

installation length (mm)

rated power (kW)
at 230 V ~

rated power (kW)
at 400 V3~

PHK 36 PHK 40 PHK 46 PHK 57 PHK 36 PHK 40 PHK 46 PHK 57
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Possible Fixings and Terminal
Casings for Immersion Tubes

We have planned the widest variety
of possible  for your application.
The immersion tubes can be equipped

nipple according to your particular
application.

We would recommend a central
terminal casing for several immersion
heater tubes in a row. If single immer-

apart) are planned, then an individual
casing has to be chosen for each
immersion tube.

There is the choice of either the poly-
propylene (PP) “BK” terminal casing

“BK/L”. The casing can be easily and

wrench. Alternatively the zinc-plated

Safety and
Quality Heating

Terminal casing “B” (steel, zinc-plated);
protection IP64

Terminal casing “BK” (PP) and “BK/L”
(PVDF); protection IP65

steel “B” terminal casing can be used
specially for high temperatures.

Electrical Safety

as “safety class 1” according to
EN 60519-1/2. All metal parts
(immersion heater tubes) that are not
protected from human contact are
securely connected to earth.

Fixing types
S K T KS

S1 K1 T1 KS1
S2 K2 T2 KS2

with threaded nipple G 1 1/2” for PHK 36 S3 K3  -  -
with threaded nipple G 2” for PHK 40/46 S3 K3  -  -
terminal casing
without casing -OA  -OA  -OA  -OA
with terminal casing  BK -BK  -BK  -BK  -BK
with terminal casing B -B  -B  -B  -B

Fixing Types and Terminal Casings
Tube material

mounting length
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